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SALES & MARKETING

UPDATE

Welcome to the Summer Edition of our Connected Newsletter. Yet again
this has been a busy year where time has flown by and we find ourselves
in the lead up to Christmas.
This year has been a particularly momentous one for ALSPEC when in
August we celebrated 40 years since the founding of the business. As an
ALSPEC team we are very proud or our privately owned business that
started as a small family affair operating out of a suburban garage in
Sydney and has grown to operate from 9 sites nationally and employ in
excess of 370 people. None of which would have been possible without the
support of our wonderful customer base, many of whom have been with
us for a great deal of that time and who have developed great friendships
with people in the ALSPEC family. We thank you for your ongoing support,
loyalty and friendship and look forward to many more years of an ongoing
relationship.
We are delighted to report that we now have our full range of Commercial
Window and Door products tested to a BAL40 Bushfire rating to
complement the BAL40 rating we achieved on our full Carinya range
earlier in the year. We are in the process of producing the Technical
information you need for this and will publish this in a Technical Memo in
the next few weeks.
The number of Carinya dealers continues to grow and this product range
is getting better understood and managed by our whole business. Sean
Russell has done a magnificent job in the four years he has been managing
Carinya and has set it up very well to continue to the next phase. We expect
to have a new Carinya Product Manager in place in the New Year, in the
meantime Glenn Reddacliff, Andy Nguyen and I are able to respond to any
questions you may have.
The Carinya Bi-Fold system featured on page 9 is a great addition to the
Carinya range and complements our existing Hawkesbury system by
offering a more economical bottom rolling solution.
You will find some information on page 7 on our new Hunter Evo suite
which is the complete replacement for our old Hunter system. Feedback
from the market on this suite has been very positive. Most Branches
have now transitioned to Hunter Evo and are in the process of running
down their Hunter stocks. Melbourne Branch will continue to sell the old
Hunter suite until they can run their stocks down enough to move to the
Evo suite. They will then transition to the Hunter Evo suite in the New Year.
This will continue our transition to upgrade our systems to enable better
glass options and more flexibility.
The No. 39 Stainless Hinge featured on page 6 tested extremely well on
our cyclic testing rig in Loganlea. We tested on a Swan commercial door
to 100,000 cycles and the hinge was still performing very strongly at the
end of this rigorous testing regime. This hinge is designed specifically for
ALSPEC Framing systems so picks up the strongest points in the frame
when fixing. This eliminates the needs for messy backing plates.
Once again thank you for your valued business this year.
Regards,
Barry Lunn
Sales & Marketing Director
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ALSPEC SILICONE
100% NEUTRAL CURING ADHESIVE AND SEALANT FOR
GENERAL PURPOSE GLAZING APPLICATIONS.
GLOSS

MATT

APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS

• General purpose glazing

• General purpose glazing

• Industrial sealing

• Colonial bars

• Automotive body panel sealant

• Structural butt joints

• Caravan & truck body sealing

• Weather-sealing of high rise buildings

FEATURES
• Non corrosive
• Superior adhesion
• 5-10 minute skimming time
• +/- 25% movement capability
• < 4% VOC content
• Temp range -60 to 170°c

MATERIALS
• Glass
• Aluminium
• Galvanised steel
• Concrete
• Wood

• Shopfronts
• Timber windows
• Showerscreens
• Solar panel installation
• Industrial assembly

FEATURES
• Excellent UV resistance
• 48 Shore A hardness
• No slump
• 5-10 minute skimming time
• +/- 25% movement capability
• Temp range -40 to 140°c

MATERIALS

• Ceramics

• Glass

• Plastics

• Aluminium

• Most powder coated surfaces

• Timber
• Concrete

Item Number: 1385011
Matt Black - 0G7
Matt White - 0ZY
Black - 034
White - 010
Matt Grey - 0BC
Translucent - 055
Grey - 086

• Masonry
• Plastics
• Most powder coated surfaces
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CUSTOMER
FEATURE
SUBLIME ALUMINIUM
& GLASS
NSW
ADAM JARRETT ESTABLISHED THE BUSINESS
5 YEARS AGO WORKING ALONE AT FIRST TO
NOW EMPLOYING 10 FULL TIME STAFF.
WHY IS SUBLIME ALUMINIUM SO SUCCESSFUL?
I think the biggest contributing factor to our success is the
quality of our staff, their can do attitude that they display on
a daily basis helps gives the customer confidence which is
why we have a lot of repeat business.
WHAT IS YOUR AREA OF EXPERTISE?
Our expertise is in the luxury home market, where someone
has a unique request and an outside of the square solution is
required.
WHY DO YOU USE ALSPEC?
The products are of top quality and easily accessible and the
staff at Newcastle lead by Bob Fraser and Paul Hiscock are
always on hand to help and nothing is ever to hard.
HOW DO YOU RELAX ON WEEKENDS?
When not working I like to spend time with my wife and kids
(3 under 3 years). Also I like to ride my motor bike and relax
with a few beers.
PROMINANT PROJECTS
STRAWBERRY HILLS STUD
ANSTO - CHILDCARE FACILITY LUCAS HEIGHTS
View-Max, Swan Door & McArthur
MACDONALD ST, KILLCARE, LUXURY HOME
ProGlide & Top Hung Awnings
SCENIC HWY TERRIGAL – HIGHEST SELLING HOME
ON THE CENTRAL COAST
ProGlide, Top Hung Awnings, McArthur & Eco 225
WESTMEAD HOSPITAL A&E UPGRADE
150 Hunter & Swan Door
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INVISI-GARD
WARRANTY NEWS
WE ARE VERY PLEASED TO ADVISE THAT THE
WARRANTY FOR INVISI-GARD STAINLESS
STEEL SECURITY HAS NOW INCREASED FROM
10 TO 15 YEARS EFFECTIVE FOR ALL NEW
INSTALLATIONS FROM 1ST JULY 2014.
We have made this change to reflect the very high ongoing quality of the product. As
you know INVISI-GARD Stainless Steel Security Screens only use the highest quality
materials available to the security industry.
Screens are constructed from Architectural grade Aluminium and 316 Stainless Steel
Mesh, both of which are highly corrosion resistant and exceptionally strong. With a
moderate amount of maintenance INVISI-GARD will retain its good looks and resist
the elements for years to come.
We undertake salt spray corrosion tests on INVISI-GARD on an ongoing basis and
have seen little or no corrosion in any test. In addition our real world experience has
been that we have virtually no warranty claims on INVISI-GARD, even on products
that have been installed for over 10 years. We continue to buy INVISI-GARD mesh
from only one source, which have the required facilities and quality control to produce
the best security mesh product in the world.
The INVISI-GARD website has been updated with the new warranty information;
see www.invisi-gard.com.au/warranty_care.php and new care & maintenance and
warranty forms can be downloaded from the dealer section of the website. Brochure
templates have been updated and printed brochures are now available.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank you for
your continued support of the great product that is
INVISI-GARD.
Yours Sincerely,
Barry Lunn
Sales & Marketing Director
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INDUSTRIAL
WHEN A LOCAL GOVERNMENT WORKER FORGOT TO OPERATE A SIMPLE FLOOD GATE IN
THE INDONESIAN CITY OF SURABAYA, WHO WOULD HAVE THOUGHT THAT ALUMINIUM
SHEET SUPPLY IN AUSTRALIA WOULD SUFFER.
But with four foot of water throughout the mill, it would
be months before aluminium suppliers in Australia would
finally receive their orders. Upon learning of this situation,
ALSPEC sourced product from alternate suppliers which
has helped us weather much of the storm.
Follow that up with flying into Taiwan during a typhoon,
appointments with mills that didn’t exist (they look good on
the internet though!), cigarette smoking on certain airlines,
and warm bottles of local beer (30 degree warm) coupled
with cold shredded donkey, and you’ll soon understand that
there are some perils in looking for credible, alternate sheet
and plate mills in Asia.

BUT THAT IS PART OF WHAT THE ALSPEC
TEAM HAS BEEN DOING BEHIND THE SCENES
TO ENSURE WE UNDERSTAND WHO, WHAT
AND WHERE TO BUY PRODUCT FROM IN THE
EVER CHANGING WORLD OF ALUMINIUM.
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT NEWS
We have just completed the testing of a new aluminium slat
gate and screen fencing system. The major benefit of this
system is that it enables fast, concealed screw together
fabrication of powder coated aluminium to manufacture
aluminium privacy screens, access gates and other privacy
products. The system has been designed around Duraslat
(ALSPEC’s super strong slat profile), D&D hardware,
and self drilling screws. Product samples and technical
information will be released in early October.

HARDWARE

Testing is also underway for our new 55mm Balustrade
suite. Compared with other products widely used throughout
the industry, our calculations indicate an improvement in
strength of >80% which will benefit developments with high
wind pressures, or in situations where increased structural
performance is required. Furthermore, we are conducting
new tests on the ALSPEC 40mm balustrade series which
will bolster our offer to the balustrade market. Results of
this testing will be available soon.

MARINE PLATE CERTIFICATION
Traditionally, certified marine plate sold in Australia
has been sourced from longstanding aluminium mills in
either Europe or South Africa. However, due to the lure
of price, more and more marine plate is being sourced
from Asia and as I learned during my recent trip abroad,
a significant issue is the process of determining suitable
suppliers. Understanding the robustness of internal quality
procedures in the production of aluminium rolled products
for the marine industry in particular is essential. Third
party certification from DNV (Det Norske Veratis) or Lloyds,
is absolutely essential and whilst many prospective Asian
mills claim to have the ability to supply product to this
standard, the simple “show me” test often sorts the wheat
from the chaff.
So if you require DNV certified marine plate for your next
job, remember to ask at the time of order for a copy of the
certificate as it can prove very, very costly after the event if
no certificate can be provided.

NO.39 UNIVERSAL SS HINGE

• The screw holes on the large leaf line up with the screw flutes in McArthur commercial 		
mainframe and ALSPEC partitioning resulting in a stronger fixing point to the frame.
• In AS1C as an example there is now a fixing point through the reinforced section of the frame 		
and two fixing points that go through the screw flute.
• These hinges are suitable for use with both Aluminium and Timber doors
• This hinge should eventually replace the need for both the No.3 & No.9 Hinges however in the 		
medium term will be offered as an additional option
Code: 1364004 Description: No.39 UNIVERSAL SS HINGE 102 x 2.5mm
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PRODUCT FEATURE
HUNTER EVO FLUSH GLAZED
COMMERCIAL FRAMING

ALSPEC IS POISED TO RELEASE HUNTER EVO, AN UPGRADED
VERSION OF OUR ALREADY SUCCESSFUL HUNTER FLUSH GLAZE
FRAMING. THIS IS A COMPLETE REDESIGN OF BOTH SINGLE AND
DOUBLE GLAZED FRAMES AND IS AVAILABLE IN 101.6MM AND
150MM FRAME WIDTHS.
With the redesign comes the major benefit of a single glazed frame with a 19mm wide
glazing pocket accepting glass up to 14mm in width using our standard “eco” range of
roll in and captive gaskets.
Hunter Evo offers a full range of extrusions for external and internal glazing along with
standard and heavy duty mullions and mullion splices, structural glazed mullions with
splices and structural glazed transoms for single glazed framing.
A range of adaptors are available for 35mm and 50mm awnings as well as our high
performance ProTilt sashes.
We have also developed a Wide Pocket option in our 150mm double
glazed framing which has a 45mm wide glazing pocket capable of
accepting up to 40mm IGU’s for the ultimate in energy and acoustic
performance.
As with all ALSPEC systems, Hunter Evo has been fully tested to
AS2047, achieving water results exceeding 1200Pa and mullions
capable of serviceability loads of 6000Pa and Ultimate loads of
9000Pa.
A more recent development has been a low rise curtain wall based
around the 150mm Hunter Evo double glazed sections and suited to
low rise applications where the stack joint will accommodate 25mm
total movement and the mullions up to 12mm total movement.
The curtain wall was tested with sun shade brackets, should they
be required, and is fully compliant with AS4284 Testing of Building
Facades.
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RECENT PROJECT
UNION OF NEW AND OLD
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
The National Women’s Christian
Temperance Union of Australia was
formed in May 1891 with the South
Australian Branch formed in 1889.
The primary objective of the organisation
in Australia, and worldwide, was the
prohibition of, and/or abstinence from
alcohol to protect families and children,
as well as a broad range of social and
political reform activities including an
early advocate of equal pay.
South Australia was one of the first
places in the world to give women
the vote in 1894, and was the first in
the world to enable women to enter
Parliament.
In 1911 the SA Branch moved into Willard
House in Hutt Street, Adelaide where the
women continued their role of promoting
temperance and Christianity in order to
improve people’s lives.

Chris Diamantis, owner of the Genworth
Group said this was a most exciting
architectural development for Genworth
as the heritage listed building was
in need of substantial repairs and
renovations. The Genworth design team
worked closely with council to satisfy the
heritage sensitivities associated with the
building. The significance of the building
was indeed highlighted by the addition
of a new cutting edge curved concrete
structure which included ALSPEC’s
McArthur 150mm Centre Pocket
Framing. The result has surpassed all
expectations with the union of new and
old.
The Women’s Christian Temperance
Union of SA moved out of the building
in the 1960’s and today it is used as an
office block.

ADDRESS: Woman’s Christian

Temperance Union of SA, Willard House,
145 Hutt Street, Adelaide City.

ARCHITECT: Genworth Group
BUILDER: Genworth Homes/Group
ALSPEC FABRICATOR: South Pacific
Aluminium Windows & Doors
ALSPEC PRODUCTS USED:

McArthur 150mm Centre Pocket Framing,
Swan 45mm Commercial Door.
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CARINYA
BI-FOLD SYSTEM
WITH BOTH THE 125MM AND 92MM CARINYA SELECT HINGE DOOR
FRAME AVAILABLE TO DEALERS, A REQUIREMENT FOR THE BI-FOLD
FRAME HAS BEEN REQUESTED.
Using exactly the same 40mm door panel from the Hinge door in the Bi-Fold frame reduces
stock on extrusion, hardware and glazing components whilst keeping a similar look and
simplicity of manufacturing
The Bottom Rolling Bi-Fold System uses the Centor F2/F3 bottom rolling hardware. This
hardware has a weight restriction of 40kg for the F2 and 80kg per panel for the F3. The F3
Hardware is available in a stainless steel finish where as the F2 comes in an engineered
plastic finish.
The main feature of the Bottom Rolling Bi-Fold system is it overcomes the requirement for
any structural beam as needed in a Top Hung Bi-Fold system. This is ideal for the new or
renovation market that require an Alfresco style opening without the additional cost of a
structural support beam.
Panels are fully adjustable vertically and horizontally to cater for various onsite installation
construction as well as ease of maintenance.
A Carinya Top Hung Rolling Bi-Fold System has been developed through initial feedback and
shall be available shortly. This Top Hung option utilises the ALSPEC E2A hardware derived
from the Hawkesbury Bi-Fold. This is restricted to a maximum of 40kg per panel weight
using only the E2 hardware and is ideal for window options. Further technical details shall
become available shortly.

Features of Carinya Bi-Fold Systems:

ALSPEC Killara Handle

• Maximum heights 2.4m
• Available in window application with narrow stiles
• Glass thickness up to 10.5mm and 24mm DG using Captive wedges for ease of glazing
• Structural and water penetration tested to comply with upcoming changes to AS2047
• Acoustically and WERS rated
• Common spigot sets in all panels for all glass options
• Integrated glass support block for prevention of sash drop
• Timber reveal and brick lug provision
• Integrated four point locking using ALSPEC Killara handle and twin bolt set
• Optional 40mm backset Killara handle for ease of jamb clearance
• Integrated Flush bolt guides for quick adjustable installation

Carinya Secondary Glazed System
With growing trends in the requirement for higher acoustic/WERS values due to urban
development, new and predominately existing buildings require a cost effective solution to
achieve these demands.
The Carinya Secondary Glazed System is ideal for the retro fit market where existing
windows are current and additional performance is required.
Internal secondary sashes can be opened to allow cleaning of inner face of the outer window.
Various coupling options with face fix adaptors to cater for various construction types.
Single or double glazed options for the secondary frame are available achieving high
Acoustic/WERS requirements. The panel uses the exact same glazing components as the
Carinya 50mm Sliding Window to standardise manufacturing and hardware components.
No tooling is required.

NuSpec Showroom

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OR OTHER ACOUSTIC INQUIRIES
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL CARINYA REPRESENTATIVE.
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SPOTLIGHT
ON...
WAYNE LEAK
POWDER COATING PRODUCTION
MANAGER, MELBOURNE
HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN AT ALSPEC?
3 ½ years.

WHAT DO YOU DO IN YOUR CURRENT ROLE?
Powder Coating Production Manager.

TELL US SOMETHING ABOUT YOURSELF THAT NO 		
ONE AT ALSPEC KNOWS.
I came 2nd in the Mr Dandenong Bodybuilding Competition and I
absolutely loved high school and drawing portraits for people.

WHAT IS THE NUMBER ONE CHALLENGE YOU FACE
IN YOUR ROLE AND HOW DO YOU MANAGE THAT?

Family man

The diversity within my team and the many hats I need to wear to
satisfy all those personalities.

MOST EXOTIC PLACE EVER VISITED?
Table Mountain, South Africa.

EVER HAD A BRUSH WITH FAME?
In the past two years I’ve met Mini Me (Verne Troyer), Freddy
Krueger (Robert Englund), Corey Feldman, Ron Pearlman and next
month I get to meet Margot Kidder from Superman.

IF YOU COULD DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN, WHAT
WOULD YOU DO?
High School.

FAVOURITE PAST TIME? HOBBY?
Gym, drawing and watching movies.

HOW DO YOU OBTAIN A WORK/LIFE BALANCE?
Always come to work smiling and make sure I leave the same way.

WHAT IS PLAYING ON YOUR IPOD?
Only 80’s music.
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Wayne’s artworks

HOW ALSPEC BRANCHES
CELEBRATED OUR

40 YEAR ANNIVERSARY
DARWIN

A 30˚ day with blue skies...
Bacon & eggs in the morning...
Sausages at lunch time...
Around 30 customers turned up for a free feed as
we kept the bbq running from 8am till 1pm...

NEWCASTLE
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NEW RELEASE
ALSPEC EXTRUSIONS
At ALSPEC we are continually responding to our customers requirements for new sections. Once sections are approved we publish
Tech Memos which are immediately made available on the ALSPEC website. Below is a summary of new extrusions and components
that have been released in the last few months.

PB367 ALTERNATE 92mm SILL

AD55 50mm STILE

PB368 92mm FRAME

AD57 50mm DOOR STOP

AD52 50mm RAIL

SW5 O/O ESCAPE SASH

AD53 BEAD

AS1853 100mm RAMP THRESHOLD

AD54 50mm MID RAIL

AS2371 45mm HINGED DOOR T’HOLD

Customer Technical Memo 197

Customer Technical Memo 197

Customer Technical Memo 201

Customer Technical Memo 201

Customer Technical Memo 201

Customer Technical Memo 201

Customer Technical Memo 201

Customer Technical Memo 202

Customer Technical Memo 206

Customer Technical Memo 206

Please note: A copy of all CUSTOMER TECHNICAL MEMO’S can be found on the ALSPEC website home page by clicking on
CUSTOMER TECHNICAL MEMO’s under LATEST NEWS.

HEAD OFFICE

3 Alspec Place, Eastern Creek NSW 2766 | Phone: 1300 ALSPEC | Fax: 02 9834 9533 | info@alspec.com.au

SYDNEY BRANCH

NEWCASTLE BRANCH

BRISBANE BRANCH

PERTH BRANCH

MELBOURNE BRANCH

ADELAIDE BRANCH

TOWNSVILLE BRANCH

CAIRNS BRANCH

DARWIN BRANCH

3 Alspec Place
Eastern Creek NSW 2766
Phone: 1300 ALSPEC
Fax: 02 9834 9555
sydney@alspec.com.au

30 Holder Way
Malaga WA 6090
Phone: 1300 ALSPEC
Fax: 08 9209 9199
perth@alspec.com.au

28 Camuglia Street
Garbutt QLD 4814
Phone: 1300 ALSPEC
Fax: 1300 131 747
townsville@alspec.com.au

95 Griffiths Road
Lambton NSW 2299
Phone: 1300 ALSPEC
Fax: 02 4952 9728
newcastle@alspec.com.au

26-40 Pound Road West
Dandenong South VIC 3175
Phone: 1300 ALSPEC
Fax: 03 8787 6399
melbourne@alspec.com.au

11 Southgate Close
Woree QLD 4868
Phone: 1300 ALSPEC
Fax: 07 4037 6699
cairns@alspec.com.au

8-22 Jutland Street
Loganlea QLD 4131
Phone: 1300 ALSPEC
Fax: 07 3089 4999
brisbane@alspec.com.au

106-108 Ashley Street
Torrensville SA 5031
Phone: 1300 ALSPEC
Fax: 08 8354 2277
adelaide@alspec.com.au

25 Bishop Street
Woolner NT 0820
Phone: 1300 ALSPEC
Fax: 08 8941 7322
darwin@alspec.com.au

www.alspec.com.au

